Greetings

Welcome to the cutting-edge Application of easyMarkets!

We care about your trading experience. Our traders are often new to trading, and need to learn the skills which are needed to be successful. We provide full and in-depth training courses, videos, webinars and in addition to this, we have a dedicated Customer Support team to resolve your issues in no time.

In the next few pages we will introduce you to the amazing world of trading using just your cell phone anytime and anywhere. Trade forex, CFDs, gold, metals, commodities, oil, and indices with easyMarkets award-winning platform. Make the trading app an integrated part of your everyday life.

It's fast, simple and easy!!!!
Trading CFD’s Categories

We provide one of the most diverse product ranges for your trading. Traders enjoy forex trading as spot FX day trading, FX forwards and vanilla options.

Our CFDs include a wide range of metals, energy and agricultural commodities and global indices which are popular with traders following news events. Let’s explore each category in our App.
Trading Forex

Currency trading is one of the most attractive markets for both new and experienced traders. Currency prices affect the lives of everyone around the globe which is what makes forex such a popular investment instrument. With no central market, and round-the-clock online availability (Mon-Fri), foreign exchange trading volumes top $5 trillion each day.

Foreign exchange is dynamic and fascinating. The easyMarkets platform provides liquidity pools so you get easy trading of forex and CFDs with the tightest fixed spread and execution guarantees on stop loss and take profit orders with zero slippage (no re-quotes).

The variance in parenthesis shows the variance in value from the beginning of the trading session.
CFDs Commodities Trading

From bartering goods to today’s online digital trading, one constant remains; trading commodities is a basic necessity.

We all consume sugar, wheat, corn, oil and gas on a daily basis.

Commodity prices are linked to local and global weather plus industrial events. Weather changes and its impact on crop harvests, and oil’s influence on the industrial markets may affect the distribution and pricing of these commodities.

When trading commodities these can be some of the considerations you may make before you decide your next trading moves.
CFDs Indices Trading

Tracking the health of a specific economy, a stock market index provides a clear indication about the direction of interest rates, employment optimism and the currency strength of a market.

The world’s largest stock markets in the US, Europe, Asia and the emerging markets are all sensitive to a variety of indicators and events. Investors use these to their advantage - news of negative GDP may pull an index down, whereas better than expected employment figures will increase the index. Construction, manufacturing, services and external factors such as war, natural disaster and political uncertainty, may account for fluctuations, bearish and bullish trends.

An index is a portfolio of top company stocks from a particular country that track the performance of their market or exchange. easyMarkets’ indices traders participate in and formulate strategies for possible profit from both rising and falling exchange markets at the click of a button.
CFDs Metals Trading

Considered a safe haven by many, gold (XAU) is one of easyMarkets’ most popular precious metals.

With high volatility and ease of entry, metals provide exciting opportunities for investment.

Our easyMarkets’ platform provides immediate online access to global metals exchange markets and a variety of ways to trade them. Precious metals may provide an excellent hedge against government inflation and monetary expansion policies.
Market Explorer

Once you log in into your personal trading account, you will have two main categories, one on the top of the page with four options and one on the bottom of the page with 3 options.

On the top page you will find the four main categories of CFD’s that we offer and you can select the one that you prefer in order to find the instrument that you want to trade. You can click on:

✓ FOREX
✓ Commodities
✓ Indices
✓ Metals

On the bottom of your screen you have three options that allow you to control your account and monitor your moves. You can click on:

✓ Trade
✓ Positions
✓ My account
dealCancellation

We've been inventing unique tools since 2001 and we've never stopped.

dealCancellation gives you the power to cancel a losing deal within 1 hour and have any losses returned.

During big announcements like NFP releases, many brokers disable trading. We don't! Make the most of the opportunity and protect yourself from the risks.

Volatility can be your friend as market volatility means more opportunity, but also more risk. Take away the risk with dealCancellation and cancel your losing deals. By using dealCancellation, when you make a trade you have 60 minutes to decide if you want to go through with the deal or if you want to get your money back. No worrying, no regrets!
Favorite Instruments

Select the star next to the instrument of your preference and make it your “Favorite” with just one click! No need to search for the instrument, every time that you wish to trade.

Just click on the top left corner where the green star is and all of your favorite instruments will appear, regardless of the category they belong to. All the instruments that you most frequently use are now gathered in one place for you!
Day Trade

If you believe an asset’s price is going to rise, you open a BUY position (known as ‘going long’). If you think the asset’s price is going to fall, you open a SELL position (known as ‘going short’).

The performance of the market governs not just whether you make a profit or loss, but also by how much. So let’s say you think a particular market will rise, and you buy a CFD - your profit will be greater the further the market rises, and your losses greater the further it declines.

The same rule applies if you expect a market to fall; you’ll make more the further the market drops, and lose more the further the market rises.

In the bottom left corner you can see the graph with the percentage of how many easyMarkets clients are buying or selling this specific instrument.
Pending Order

A pending order is an order that was not yet executed, thus not yet becoming a trade. It can, for example, be an order that states that you do not want to buy before the price of a financial instrument reaches a certain value.

Using the plus (+) and the minus (-) you can regulate the rate that you wish to establish for your order.
Graph- Chart

A price chart is a graphical representation of the price action of an asset for analysis and decision-making support.

The most common type of chart used in trading is the Japanese candlestick chart. Other types of charts include:

- Bar chart
- Line chart
- Candlestick chart
- Tick chart
- Point and Figure chart

While they are all based on the same information the market provides, the way information is presented to the trader is different. A chart with candlesticks, for example, will provide you with more information than a simple line chart. Which chart you use depends on your preferences and the strategies you use.
News

Follow the latest market developments with our comprehensive real-time forex trading news feed.

Economic data tends to be one of the most important catalysts for short-term movements in any market, but this is particularly true in the currency market, which responds not only to U.S. economic news, but also to news from around the world.

News trading often brings the biggest moves of the month. Because of this, it’s no wonder that traders seek out high importance news events to try and catch a big move.

Now, trading the news is exciting. However, it’s also risky due to the large moves that follow a news release and because of these moves you need to be well prepared ahead of time if you’re interested in trading around big news events.
In order for an App to be complete, all tools must be present. This is why the financial calendar is one of the basic tools for a trader and it can be found in our App with one click!

The financial calendar is used by traders for the purpose of tracking the occurrence of market-moving events. Investors will research the date and time of a specific event and pay close attention to the announcement because of the high probability that it will affect the direction of the market.

All events are indicated with a yellow, orange or red bar that shows how important the event is and consequently how much it will affect the market.
My Wallet

With this feature, you can see your “My Wallet” on your trading account. In parenthesis “(EUR)” you can see what Base currency you have selected for your trading account.

By clicking into “Balance”, you will see the free balance that you have available in your trading account.

By clicking “Open P/L”, you will see your profits and losses. Here you have the choice to click and “Add funds” to your wallet by making a new deposit.
Positions

In the Positions section, all your open, closed and pending positions history is available to you.

You can see the Instruments that you have chosen, if you have bought or sold, your margin and your profits and losses for each position.

There is also the ‘Rolling until...’ indicator that shows you the expiry date of the contract. If you keep a position open with an instrument that is about to expire, your position will close automatically upon expiration.
My Account

Once you click on ‘My account’ you will see seven available options:

✓ Make a deposit
✓ Make a withdrawal
✓ Upload documents
✓ Account settings
✓ Notifications
✓ Transaction report
✓ Contact us

This ‘control panel’ makes things even easier for you. By clicking in the section that you want, you can manage your account according to your needs.
Make a Deposit

We introduced online payments for forex trading in 2001 so we know that fast, convenient deposits into your trading account mean you don’t miss a move in the markets. Trusted, safe payment methods are guaranteed. Timely and responsible withdrawals are a priority. After all, this is your money.

Remember that your easyMarkets Account holder’s name should be the same as the card holder’s name if you will use a credit card. Please note that you cannot use the credit card of a friend or a relative, as no 3rd party credit cards are allowed.

You can also deposit into your trading account through bank transfer. E-wallets like Neteller and Skrill are also available!
Make a Withdrawal

Since we are a regulated company, we are obliged to process withdrawals and send them back through the same method that they were received, as per section 5.7.2 of our Client Agreement below:

Client Agreement

Debit or Credit card deposits may be refunded, up to their entirety, to the same debit or credit card that a withdrawal is executed. A withdrawal to a bank account where initial deposits have been performed by debit or credit cards or e-wallets will be executed at our discretion.
Upload Documents

Documents are required in order to assure the security of all traders at easy Markets. This is our way of verifying that your details at easyMarkets match the ones on your credit card and utility bill, and is in compliance with the international laws of money laundering and identity theft.

Note that this is a common request with most brokers and financial institutions as this protects both the broker and the financial institution [bank, Credit Card Company] against fraud and money laundering, but it also protects you, from internet related identity theft.

For more details please check this link Upload Documents
Account Settings

In this section, you can see your Account ID, Account type, Account currency, the Language you are using and your Contact details.

Your Account ID is very important for you as with this ID number we can locate your account and assist you in the best way possible!
Notifications

Pop up Market Notifications will appear on your screen in order for you to be always updated on significant market values reached etc. Get notifications on markets that experience significant movements after a major event, see prices and rates for the mostly traded instruments, etc.

Be informed at any time without any cost and without searching anything, everything will be delivered to you just by enabling the notifications!
Transactions report

Check your previous trades by selecting the date and the year until the present date or if you wish to check a specific period, choose those dates.

Check your open positions and your balance.

The transaction report permits you to keep everything under control and keep track of your moves!
Risk warning: Forward Rate Agreements, Options and CFDs (OTC Trading) are leveraged products that carry a substantial risk of loss up to your invested capital and may not be suitable for everyone. Please ensure that you understand fully the risks involved and do not invest money you cannot afford to lose. The information provided can under no circumstances be considered as a recommendation to engage in any trade. Our group of companies through its subsidiaries is licensed by the Cyprus Securities & Exchange Commission (Easy Forex Trading Ltd- CySEC, License Number 079/07), which has been passported in the European Union through the MiFID Directive and in Australia by ASIC (easyMarkets Pty Ltd -AFS license No. 246566).